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EDITOR'S CHOICE
Underapplauded Books

Devendra Varma, ed., The Transient Gleam: A
Bouquet of Beckford's Poesy (Wirral, Cheshire: The
Aylesford Press, 1991). Pp. 104. $23.50.
Beckfordians laid claim long ago to their honorable post as
the most eccentric examples of that most eccentric pursuit,
eighteenth-century studies. Yet, despite all their best scholarly
efforts, Beckford's eccentricity remains inadequately appreciated.
Beckford's oddity has always been measured by such published
writings as Vathek or Italy, writings that evidence an unusual
degree of formal and intellectual coherence. Inspired by these
exceptional moments of literary conventionality, generations of
Beckfordians have struggled to place the weird works of the
Wizard of Fonthill in some safe, familiar category, whether "the
travel narrative" or "the oriental tale."
Popular and visible as Beckford's "major" works may be,
they tell only part of Beckford's tale. Whatever it is that
Beckford was, most of that enigma lies buried in heaps of
marginal scribblings, petulant letters, forgotten documents,
experimental effusions, unfinished sketches, and juvenile
rantings—in the ruins of "works" whose form has proved too
eccentric for publishers and too elusive for genre theorists.
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Into the gap created by Beckford's lack of discipline has
rushed Devendra Varma, who offers us this first collection of
Beckford's poetry. Searching European archives, probing
parochial newspapers, and invoking the aid of cross-disciplinary
consultants, Varma has produced what he puckishly calls a
"Bouquet" of Beckford's "Poesy," an anthology of verse from
beyond the margins of Britannia's most marginal writer.
Drawing almost exclusively from long-buried, ever-ephemeral
jottings, Varma resurrects a Beckford whose lifetime commit
ment to esoteric, outrageous, and experimental verse nominates
him as one of the first (and one of the most unwitting)
"romantic" writers.
In an effort to bring some unity to Beckford's diffuse scribblings, Varma postulates that Beckford's imagination was more
"religious" than fantastic. "Religious" themes and motifs hold
his poems into a minimally cohesive mass. Varma also
proposes some nonintrusive topical, generic, and historical
categories under which readers may try to understand the
"Caliph's" often inscrutable poems.
Fonthill's sarcastic millionaire would probably smile to
know that diverse scholars in unrelated disciplines will
unanimously applaud Varma's collection of distractions as an
ordering index to the miscellaneous mind of the later eighteenth
century. — KEVIN L. COPE

Michael Gassenmeier, Londondichtung ah Politih
Texte und Kontexte der City Poetry von der Restauration his zum Ende der Walpole-Ara (Tubingen: Max
Niemeyer Verlag, 1989). Pp. viii + 356.
If there were ever an opportunity to see the differences
between wandering historicww and disciplined history, Michael
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Gassenmeier's mighty monograph represents that long-awaited
chance.
Londondichtung als Politik takes on the most
monumental of metropolitan topics: London. Gassenmeier
thrills us with a living, thriving, throbbing, and evolving
evocation of Augustan England's emerging urban voice.
Hundreds of scrupulously annotated yet always entertaining
pages mound up into the literary equivalent of a natural history
of Londonian verse.
Uncluttered in style yet rich in evidence, Gassenmeier's
study transports its readers to an intermediate vantage point
somewhere between individual authors and collective cultural
processes. Perched on this critical Middle-Earth, Gassenmeier's
readers can listen in on eccentric authors and authoritative
Augustan cultures as they formulate, respond to, and play
against one another. However loud with literary life, however
bustling with merry old English cacophany, Gassenmeier's
intellectual acoustics never even quiver with the discordant,
anachronistic ideologies that commonly clatter through lesser
studies of urban literature.
Gassenmeier's inclusive approach allocates equal attention to
writers of all ranks. Gassenmeier loves to show how the great
and the small depend on one another. Dryden's Annus
Mirahilis is understood alongside John Taber's Seasonable
Thoughts and Jeremias Wells's Rebuilding of London\ Ned
Ward, Jonathan Swift, and the ever-prolific Anonymous all
chatter freely and communally. Readers will feel as if they have
entered the Turk's Head Coffee House rather than the Ancient
Archive of Academic Ennui. Gassenemeier has a knack for
bridging that treacherous gap between the "Restoration" and the
"eighteenth century." His literary-cultural approach lets him to
see the entire period as a political and literary process, hence to
avoid schisms between parties, genres, and periods.
Scholars in search of "non-canonical" works will have plenty
to learn from the well-read Gassenmeier. So lucid and wideranging is his study that even a general audience could benefit
from it. Its survey of the verse heroicizing of London, for
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example, would enrich any touristic adventure. It will be a
long time before anyone, whether Whig or Tory, savant or
simpleton, Allemander or Britisher, can hope to rival this
genial, erudite performance. — KEVIN L. COPE

